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NEW PORT: Debbie Cooley-Guy sits in the living room of her new home in New Port Richey, Florida. Seven years after
the real estate bust, many of those who lost their homes, including Cooley-Guy, have rebuilt their credit and are back
in the market. — AP

Boomerang home 
buyers poised  to return

to market with a roar
‘A new beginning still possible’

TRINITY, Florida: Tears still spring into Debbie Cooley-Guy’s eyes
when she thinks about her dream home, with its wide, sweeping
porch. It overlooked a bayou filled with wading birds, a glittering
blue pool and the space for not only a 12-foot Christmas tree, but a
grand piano as well.

She bought the home in a suburb west of Tampa for $637,000 in
2002. Seven years later, after the economy tanked, she sold it for less
than she owed on her mortgage to avoid foreclosure. She recalls the
black moment when she was still caring for the lawn but not living
there. A falling branch knocked down an outdoor staircase railing.

“It made the house look so sad. I was so sad,” said Cooley-Guy, 60.
“I drove away crying. I just didn’t think it was how the story would
end with this house.”  On that dark January day, Cooley-Guy thought
her home owning days were over. Just a few years later, she’s back in
a new, smaller home, one of America’s growing ranks of “boomerang
buyers.” Seven years after the real estate bust, many who lost their
homes have rebuilt their credit and are back in the market. Experts
say these boomerang buyers will be an important segment of the
real estate market in the coming years. About 700,000 of the 7.3 mil-
lion homeowners who went through foreclosure or short sales like
Cooley-Guys’ during the bust have the potential to get a mortgage
again this year, said Daren Blomquist, vice president of Realty Trac.
That compares to the 3 million people overall who got a mortgage
between October 2013 and September 2014.

A recent increase in loans from the Federal Housing Authority also
shows first time homebuyers and boomerang buyers are helping
drive the market, Blomquist said.

It generally takes seven years for a foreclosure to drop off a credit
report. Short sales take less time, generally three or four years.

Greg McBride, a chief financial analyst at bankrate.com, said it’s
difficult to tell if boomerang buyers are affecting the market - at least
this year. “The prices are rising because of the limited inventory,” he
said. “Boomerang buyers are part of the demand but not a huge
component.” In the coming years, though, as foreclosures continue
to drop off credit reports, more people will get back in the market,
analysts said. A Realty Trac report earlier this year predicts Phoenix
and Miami will see the most boomerang buyers. The Tampa area is in
the top 10 cities. In some markets, such as Las Vegas, as many as
quarter of homes could be bought by boomerang buyers, Realty Trac
predicts. John Councilman, president of the Association of Mortgage
Professionals, said a wide swath of people with past credit problems
are seeking mortgages, not only foreclosures or short sales. “We have
a lot of people with issues and many are coming back into the mar-
ket.” That describes Cooley-Guy. As a mortgage loan originator her-
self, she should have known the pitfalls, but she said she was caught
up in the boom, in the possibility of living in her dream.

“I used to look at people like me and think, ‘How did you let this
happen?’” she said. “In hindsight, I had set myself up so well. Just
because you can afford things, it doesn’t mean you should buy
them.”    The boom was good to her. By 2002, she was making
$250,000 a year and her husband made another $150,000. She had
two vacation homes, $100,000 in a retirement account and $60,000
in cash savings. She qualified for a mortgage for the 3,500-square-
foot Key West style home with just her income. During the closing,
she handed over a $120,000 check.

In hindsight, there were signs that her business, and the entire
Florida real estate industry, were built on quicksand. Poorly paid
waitresses were getting loans for investment properties. Realtors
were buying six pre-construction properties at once. People were
buying million-dollar homes, just to flip for a profit.

“I bought into the whole thing that my customers did,” she said.
In October 2005, she first noticed something was wrong. “There was
a real silence in the real estate office,” she recalled. “The Realtors were
like, ‘What’s going on? This is quiet.’ I got nervous.” —AP

WASHINGTON: The Federal Reserve was
divided about whether the US economy is
strong enough to withstand an interest rate
increase at July’s policy meeting, the minutes
of the meeting showed yesterday.

Although policy makers at the Federal
Open Market Committee meeting viewed
conditions getting closer to allowing the first
rate hike in nearly nine years, they cited evi-
dence that the time was not ripe.

As expected, the FOMC left unchanged
the benchmark federal funds rate at the zero
level, where it has been pegged since late
2008 to support the US economy’s recovery
from the Great Recession. But Fed Chair
Janet Yellen has signaled that a hike is on
track this year. The record of the July 28-29
FOMC meeting gave no clear indication of
when the Fed will pull the rate trigger, which
some experts had put as early as the next
FOMC meeting just four weeks away.

“In our view, the minutes have lowered
the probability of liftoff in September and
raised the probability for December,”
Nomura Global Economics said in a client
note. “It’s clear... that the Committee sees
downside risk to its inflation outlook and it

may need more evidence that inflation is
moving in the right direction.” Moody’s
Analytics analyst Ryan Sweet said the min-
utes confirmed that a rate hike at the
September 16-17 meeting remained possi-
ble, but was “not a slam dunk, and we
believe the odds have diminished over the
past couple of weeks.”

FOMC participants highlighted tepid
inflation, slack in the job market and low
wage growth, and risks from China’s eco-
nomic slowdown as they considered raising
near-zero borrowing costs.

“Most judged that the conditions for poli-
cy firming had not yet been achieved, but
they noted that conditions were approach-
ing that point,” the minutes said. Some
FOMC participants emphasized the economy
had made “significant progress” over the
past few years and viewed conditions for a
rate hike “as having been met or were confi-
dent that they would be met shortly.”

A couple worried that an appreciable
delay in hiking would result in an “undesir-
able increase in inflation” or otherwise hurt
financial stability, while one member was
ready to pull the trigger but would wait for

additional data. Officials generally agreed
that job market conditions had improved.
However, several noted that “some notice-
able margins of slack remained,” including a
high share of employees working part time
because full-time jobs were not available.

Tepid inflation concerns
Some participants said they did not have

enough information to make them “reason-
ably confident” that tepid inflation would
move back to the Fed’s 2.0 percent target
over the medium term, a key element of the
Fed’s dual mandate of price stability and
maximum employment.

“Members are satisfied with improve-
ments in the labor market, but it is inflation
that has members leaning one way or the
other,” said Patrick Newport, US economist at
IHS Global Insight. “That’s probably because
the inflation numbers are a puzzle. The econ-
omy is nearing full employment, productivity
has stalled, yet inflation shows no signs of
taking off.” Earlier yesterday, the Labor
Department reported consumer prices rose a
mere 0.2 percent in July year-over-year,
extending a slow rise since April. —AFP

Cautious Fed sees interest
rate hike ‘approaching’

Policy makers divided on strength of economy

LONDON: Stocks, oil and emerging market
currencies fell on Thursday as fading expec-
tations for an imminent US interest rate
hike  stoked anxiety about the health of the
global economy.

Shares in Asia hit a two-year low, German
stocks extended losses in what is shaping up
to be their worst month in over three years,
and British stocks hit their lowest since
January.  US stocks were set to fall as well.
Pressure on emerging market currencies
intensified as investors fretted over Chinese
as well as US growth. Turkey’s lira hit a
record low and Kazakhstan’s tenge plunged
some 25 percent after authorities aban-

doned its peg and let it float. “Asian shares
tumbled, pressured by lower oil prices and a
slowdown in China ... (and) the latest Fed
minutes raised concerns over the strength of
the global economy, questioning whether
rates will be raised next month,” said David
Papier at ETX Capital in London.

Minutes from last  month’s Federal
Reserve monetary policy meeting showed
officials in broad agreement that the US
economy was nearing the point where
interest rates should move higher. But they
also noted lagging inflation and a weak
global economy posed too big a risk to
commit to a rates “lift off”. The FTSEuroFirst

index of 300 leading European shares fell
1.3 percent and Germany’s DAX fell 1.2 per-
cent to its lowest since January, putting it
down about 6.7 percent so far this month.

Britain’s FTSE 100 share index, which has
a heavy weighting of resources and energy
stocks, fell 0.5 percent to 6,370 points . It is
also at a seven-month low.

In Asia, MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-
Pacific shares outside Japan shed 1.7 per-
cent to a two-year low, marking the fifth
consecutive day of losses in what is its
longest losing streak this year.

Japan’s Nikkei fell 0.9 percent.
US Treasury yields fell and money mar-

ket futures  rolled back expectations of a
rate rise in September. The 10-year US
Treasuries yielded 2.09 percent, having
declined from an eight-month high of 2.50
percent in June. 

“Financial markets today are digesting
the July 28-29 minutes, and the collective
wisdom seems to be that they are on the
dovish side,” said Rob Carnell, chief interna-
tional economist at ING.

The dollar also lost its edge against
other major currencies, falling to a three-
week low against the yen  before recover-
ing to 124.00 yen, while the euro rose to
$1.1173. —Reuters

Growth fears hit stocks, oil, emerging markets


